Serum levels of inflammatory cytokines, for example, tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFa), interleukin-6 (IL-6), and IL-1 beta , are elevated in subjects with major depressive disorder (MDD). The reason why this occurs is unclear. Elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines could be a result of brain dysfunction in MDD. It is also possible that inflammatory cytokines contribute to depressive symptoms in MDD. If the first assumption is correct, one would expect levels to normalize with resolution of the depressive episode after treatment. Several studies have measured changes in cytokine levels during antidepressant treatment; however, the results vary. The purpose of this study was to pool all available data on changes in serum levels of TNFa, IL-6, and IL-1b during antidepressant treatment to determine whether these levels change. Studies were included if they used an approved pharmacological treatment for depression, patients had a diagnosis of MDD, and serum levels of TNFa, IL-6, and/or IL-1b were measured before and after treatment. Twenty-two studies fulfilled these criteria. Meta-analysis of these studies showed that, overall, while pharmacological antidepressant treatment reduced depressive symptoms, it did not reduce serum levels of TNFa. On the other hand, antidepressant treatment did reduce levels of IL-1b and possibly those of IL-6. Stratified subgroup analysis by class of antidepressant indicated that serotonin reuptake inhibitors may reduce levels of IL-6 and TNFa. Other antidepressants, while efficacious for depressive symptoms, did not appear to reduce cytokine levels. These results argue against the notion that resolution of a depressive episode is associated with normalization of levels of circulating inflammatory cytokines; however, the results are consistent with the possibility that inflammatory cytokines contribute to depressive symptoms and that antidepressants block the effects of inflammatory cytokines on the brain.
INTRODUCTION
Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a prevalent and debilitating disorder the pathogenesis of which is incompletely understood. MDD, in the absence of medical illnesses, is associated with increased levels of the inflammatory cytokines tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFa), interleukin-6 (IL-6), and IL-1 beta (IL-1b) (Howren et al, 2009; Dowlati et al, 2010) . There are several potential reasons why elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines are associated with MDD: (1) there may be common etiologies that lead to both MDD and elevated levels of these inflammatory cytokines, without a causal relation between the two phenomena; (2) MDD may cause brain alterations that impair the brain's ability to modulate the immune system via hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis activity and autonomic outflow; and (3) systemic triggers (eg, exposure to pathogens), genetic differences in the immune system, or differences in the immune system's exposure to commensal microorganisms, may lead to increased production of inflammatory cytokines, which in turn contribute to depressive symptoms Raison et al, 2010) . Supporting (3) are studies showing that acute and chronic immune stimuli, which increase serum levels of inflammatory cytokines, can elicit depressive symptoms in humans (Reichenberg et al, 2001; Wright et al, 2005; Capuron et al, 2009; Eisenberger et al, 2009; DellaGioia and Hannestad, 2010) , and studies showing that anti-inflammatory and anti-TNFa drugs can ameliorate depressive symptoms (Muller et al, 2006; Tyring et al, 2006) . If (2) above is true, that is, elevated cytokine levels are a consequence of depression, then the treatment of depression with successful resolution of depressive symptoms would be expected to normalize levels. If, on the other hand, (3) above is true, that is, elevated levels of TNFa and IL-6 is a result of processes inherent to the immune system, then antidepressant treatment may not normalize levels, unless they have a direct effect on innate immune cells. Some studies suggest such a direct effect on the immune system, for example, in rodents both sub-chronic ) and acute (Roumestan et al, 2007) administration of antidepressants has anti-inflammatory effects, while some studies in humans did not find this effect (Hannestad et al, 2011) . Although multiple studies have measured the effect of antidepressant treatment on circulating cytokine levels in patients with MDD, the results are not consistent. The goal of this meta-analysis was to determine whether pharmacological treatment of MDD is associated with changes in circulating levels of inflammatory cytokines, specifically TNFa, IL-6, and IL-1b; these cytokines were chosen because they are elevated in depression (Howren et al, 2009; Dowlati et al, 2010) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Search Strategy
PubMed, PsychINFO, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Library were searched by two reviewers (JH and ND) for relevant trials using the following search strategies: (tumor necrosis factor OR interleukin) AND (antidepressant OR serotonin reuptake inhibitor OR tricyclic). The Cochrane Library was also searched using the broader terms 'interleukin AND depressive' and 'tumor necrosis factor AND depressive'. The references of all papers included in this meta-analysis as well as select review papers on this topic were searched for citations of further relevant published and unpublished research. Studies were limited to those that assessed human subjects. There were no language limitations on included studies.
Criteria for Inclusion of Studies in this Review
Studies were included in this meta-analysis if they examined the effect of a pharmacological treatment for depression (ie, an antidepressant) on serum levels of TNFa, IL-6, and/or IL-1b. Studies were only included if the pharmacological treatment used was a medication of demonstrated efficacy and approved by FDA for the treatment of MDD. Studies examining the effect of antidepressant treatment on other cytokines or that assessed cytokine production in vitro or ex vivo were not included. Studies of the effect of nonpharmacological treatments for depression (eg, electroconvulsive therapy, psychotherapy, sleep deprivation, herbal remedies, and so on) were not included. Studies were only included if the human subjects had a diagnosis of MDD and were medically healthy adults.
Meta-Analytic Methods
The primary outcome measure was change in mean serum level of TNFa, IL-6, or IL-1b over the course of a period of treatment with an antidepressant medication. As different cytokine assays have different sensitivity, comparisons were only made within each study. Some studies presented data in graph form only. Authors were contacted and asked to provide the actual values; when this information was not provided by the author, the mean change in cytokine serum level, and SD were estimated from measuring the published graphs with a ruler.
Standardized mean difference (SMD) was chosen as the summary statistic for meta-analysis and pooled using the generic inverse variance method in RevMan 5. A randomeffects model was chosen for meta-analysis because random-effects models are preferred when there is significant heterogeneity between trials. Publication bias was assessed by plotting the effect size against sample size for each trial (funnel plot). Heterogeneity in changes in cytokine levels was assessed visually from the forest plot of SMD of individual studies. Statistical estimates of heterogeneity were assessed using the I 2 heterogeneity statistic in RevMan 5. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was performed to examine our decision to use a randomeffect model rather than a fixed-effects model for meta-analysis.
Studies were stratified based on class of antidepressant used (specific serotonin reuptake inhibitor, SSRI; serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor, SNRI; and tricyclic antidepressants, TCA). Studies that used 42 different antidepressant classes and that did not give cytokine data for each antidepressant class used, were classified as 'Miscellaneous'. For TNFa, stratification included only SSRI and Miscellaneous, because there was only one study each which used only a TCA or only an SNRI. For IL-6, stratification included SSRI, TCA, and Miscellaneous, but not SNRI since there was only one study, which used only an SNRI. For IL-1b, no stratification was performed because 5 out of 6 studies used SSRIs. We used the test for subgroup differences in RevMan 5 to determine whether subgroups reduced overall heterogeneity. For all statistical analysis we used a significance threshold of po0.05.
RESULTS
Selection of Studies
Twenty-two studies, comprising 603 subjects, fulfilled the inclusion criteria (Maes et al, 1995 (Maes et al, , 1997 Sluzewska et al, 1995; Frommberger et al, 1997; Hinze-Selch et al, 2000; Kubera et al, 2000; Kagaya et al, 2001; Mikova et al, 2001; Kraus et al, 2002; Tuglu et al, 2003; Basterzi et al, 2005; Himmerich et al, 2006; Leo et al, 2006; Sutcigil et al, 2007; Eller et al, 2008; Hernandez et al, 2008; Piletz et al, 2009; Song et al, 2009; Yoshimura et al, 2009; Chen et al, 2010; Jazayeri et al, 2010; Fornaro et al, 2011) . Details about these studies are presented in Table 1 . Eight studies used more than one class of antidepressant and were classified as miscellaneous; the other studies were classified based on the use of SSRIs, SNRIs, and TCAs. Most (18 out of 22) studies assessed depression severity with the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS); only two used the Montgomery-Å sberg Depression Rating Scale. Baseline depression severity was very similar across studies. The weighted mean HDRS score at baseline was 25.5 ± 1.0 in the 18 studies that used this scale. The degree of improvement (as a percent reduction from the baseline severity score) was also very homogeneous. In the 18 studies that provided this information, the weighted mean reduction in depression severity was 52±3%. As a result of such homogeneity in baseline severity and degree of improvement, no metaregression by baseline severity or degree of improvement was performed. With regards to the cytokine assays used, 19 out of 22 studies used enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) to measure serum levels of cytokines; however, there was a wide range of manufacturers (Table 1) .
Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha
A total of 13 studies (n ¼ 438 subjects) that measured serum levels of TNFa were included in this meta-analysis ( Figure 1 ). Using the random-effects model, antidepressant treatment had no effect on serum levels of TNFa (SMD ¼ À0.13 (95% CI: À0.55, 0.29), Z ¼ 0.6, p ¼ 0.55). This did not change when the fixed-effects model was used (SMD ¼ 0.09 (95% CI: À0.05, 0.23), Z ¼ 1.3, p ¼ 0.19). There was substantial heterogeneity between studies (t 2 ¼ 0.5; w 2 ¼ 103.7, df ¼ 12, po0.00001, I 2 ¼ 88%), and the asymmetry in the funnel plot was indicative of possible publication bias. Stratified subgroup analysis showed that there was a significant difference by medication class (w 2 ¼ 13.6, df ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.0002), because studies that used SSRI treatment showed greater reduction in TNFa levels. Using the random-effects model, SSRI treatment (n ¼ 199 subjects) did not have an effect on TNFa levels (SMD ¼ À0.67 (95% CI:
however, using the fixed-effects model there was a trend effect of SSRI treatment on TNFa levels (SMD ¼ À0.20 (95% CI: À0.40, 0.01), Z ¼ 1.9, p ¼ 0.06). There was substantial heterogeneity between SSRI studies (t 2 ¼ 1.1; w 2 ¼ 65.1, df ¼ 4, po0.00001, I
2 ¼ 94%).
Interleukin-6
A total of 13 studies (n ¼ 274 subjects) measured the effect of antidepressant treatment on IL-6 levels and were included in this meta-analysis (Figure 2 ). Using the random-effects model, antidepressant treatment had no effect on IL-6 levels (SMD ¼ À0.32 (95% CI: À1.06, 0.43), Z ¼ 0.8, p ¼ 0.41); however, using the fixed-effects model there was a significant, albeit very small, effect (SMD ¼ À0.24 (95% CI: À0.43, À0.05), Z ¼ 2.5, p ¼ 0.01). Similarly, excluding two outliers (Sluzewska et al, 1995; Chen et al, 2010) Abbreviations: ELISA, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay; HDRS, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; IL-1, interleukin-1; IL-6, interleukin-6; MADRS, Montgomery-Å sberg Depression Rating Scale; ND, no data; SNRI, serotonin norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; SSRI, serotonin reuptake inhibitor; TCA, tricyclic antidepressant. List of studies included in this meta-analysis. The table shows the number of subjects in each study, the cytokines measured, the antidepressant treatment used (by class), the depression severity measure, the baseline depression severity score, the percent decrease in depression severity, the type of cytokine assay used, and the manufacturer of the assay.
greater reduction in IL-6 levels than studies using other antidepressants. Using the random-effects model, there was a significant effect of SSRI treatment (n ¼ 79 subjects) on IL-6 levels (SMD ¼ À1.45 (95% CI: À2.64, À0.25), Z ¼ 2.4, p ¼ 0.02).
Excluding one SSRI outlier (Sluzewska et al, 1995) did not change this (SMD ¼ À0.80 (95% CI: À1.38, À0.21), Z ¼ 2.7, po0.008). There was significant heterogeneity between the SSRI studies (t 2 ¼ 1.3; w 2 ¼ 31.5, df ¼ 3, po0.00001, I 2 ¼ 90%). Using the random-effects model, there was no effect of TCA treatment (n ¼ 24 subjects) on IL-6 levels (SMD ¼ À0.51 (95% CI: À1.28,
Interleukin-1 Beta
A total of six studies (n ¼ 115 subjects) measured levels of IL-1b and were included in this meta-analysis (Figure 3 ). Using the random-effects model, there was a significant effect of antidepressant treatment on IL-1b levels (SMD ¼ À0.52 (95% CI: À0.83, À0.20), Z ¼ 3.23, po0.001), and there was minimal heterogeneity in the studies that measured changes in IL-1b levels (t 2 ¼ 0.04; w 2 ¼ 6.6, df ¼ 5, p ¼ 0.25, I 2 ¼ 24%). Of the six studies that measured IL-1b levels, five used an SSRI for treatment; therefore no stratification by antidepressant class was performed. Figure 2 Effect of antidepressant treatment on IL-6 serum levels.
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DISCUSSION
Meta-analysis of the studies included here failed to show a significant overall effect of pharmacological antidepressant treatment for MDD on serum levels of TNFa and IL-6. On the other hand, it appears that antidepressant treatment reduces IL-1b levels. Using the less stringent fixed-effects model, we found a small effect of antidepressant treatment on IL-6 levels. Similarly, excluding two outliers, the effect of antidepressant treatment on IL-6 levels was statistically significant. Stratified subgroup analysis suggested that SSRI treatment specifically may be associated with a reduction in IL-6 levels, and perhaps with a reduction in TNFa levels (when using the less stringent fixed-effects model rather than the random-effects model); however, the results of subgroup analyses are based on a small subsample of studies and must therefore be considered with that caveat in mind. As a result of the homogeneity in the degree of improvement, no meta-regression was performed. In a large (n ¼ 100) study, there was no change in TNFa serum levels in responders or non-responders to SSRI treatment, despite a large difference in the change in depression severity (74% reduction in responders vs 33% reduction in non-responders) (Eller et al, 2008) . In a follow-up study, non-responders were treated with bupropion, and among those who responded there was a 63% reduction in depression severity, but no change in TNFa levels (Eller et al, 2009) . Overall, neither this meta-analysis nor Eller's data support the hypothesis that serum levels of TNFa decrease as a result of improvement in depressive symptoms, or that a decrease in TNFa levels is required for the antidepressant effect. This may suggest that increased TNFa levels in depression are due to an inherent dysfunction in the immune system and not related to the effects of MDD on the brain.
This meta-analysis suggests that there may be an effect of antidepressants on IL-6 levels, specifically of SSRI treatment. One study found a negative correlation between the reduction in depression severity and the change in serum IL-6 (Yoshimura et al, 2009) . In cardiac patients with depression, both SSRI treatment (Pizzi et al, 2009 ) and cognitive-behavioral therapy (Doering et al, 2007) was associated with a reduction in IL-6 levels. The degree of elevation in IL-6 levels in MDD (d ¼ 0.25 (95% CI: 0.18, 0.31) (Howren et al, 2009) ) and weighted mean difference ¼ 1.8 pg/ml (95% CI: 1.23 to 2.33) (Dowlati et al, 2010) is consistent with the degree of reduction in levels with SSRI treatment found here (SMD ¼ À1.9).
Antidepressant treatment appears to have an effect in lowering levels of IL-1b, a cytokine for which evidence of an elevation in depression is controversial (Dowlati et al, 2010) . The degree of elevation in IL-1b levels in one study (d ¼ 0.35 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.67)) (Howren et al, 2009 ) is consistent with the reduction seen here with antidepressant treatment (SMD ¼ À0.62). Studies of depression co-morbid with other conditions have found that SSRIs lower IL-1b levels, including post-traumatic stress disorder (Tucker et al, 2004) and renal failure (Lee et al, 2004) . Recently, Himmerich et al (2010) found that blood levels of IL-1b became undetectable in patients with depression after treatment with antidepressants. At the same time, the proportion of regulatory T lymphocytes (Treg) increased. As Tregs suppress innate immunity, this may be a mechanism through which antidepressant treatment reduces IL-1b levels, although the converse is also possible, that is, a reduced level if IL-1b permits differentiation of Tregs (Himmerich et al, 2010) . Interestingly, a recent study found that tryptophan metabolites can enhance Treg differentiation (Yan et al, 2010) ; how this may relate to serotonin reuptake inhibition remains to be determined.
In depression, levels of TNFa, IL-6, and IL-1b are elevated (Howren et al, 2009; Dowlati et al, 2010) , however, the reasons for this are not understood. An elevated level of circulating inflammatory cytokines may occur because of a dysfunction in the brain's anti-inflammatory mechanisms, which include the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, the efferent vagus (Bierhaus et al, 2003; Pavlov and Tracey, 2005; Shaked et al, 2009) , and noradrenergic innervation (Selmeczy et al, 2003) . It has long been known that the human brain can modulate IL-1b levels in the periphery (Keppel et al, 1993) . Psychological stress can increase peripheral inflammation in humans (Bierhaus et al, 2003; Dickerson et al, 2004; Gundersen et al, 2006; Pace et al, 2006) by interfering with the brain's ability to modulate systemic inflammation. People with low parasympathetic tone show impaired inhibition of TNFa levels after exercise (Weber et al, 2010) , indicating poor control of inflammation by the autonomic nervous system. However, if a lack of autonomic control of inflammation were the cause of elevated inflammatory cytokine levels in depression, remission of depressive symptoms would be expected to reduce levels, which the current meta-analysis does not unequivocally show. That is, in the studies included here there was a mean 50% reduction in depressive symptoms (regardless Figure 3 Effect of antidepressant treatment on IL-1 serum levels.
Serum levels of inflammatory cytokines J Hannestad et al of the class of antidepressant used); however, only SSRIs appeared to have a potential effect on cytokine levels. This suggests that, if elevated levels of these inflammatory cytokines are due to an immune system abnormality (genetic or acquired) in depression or to excess stimulation by pathogen-associated molecules (eg, endotoxin leakage from the gut), treatment with antidepressants may not have an effect on TNFa and IL-6 levels, which is more consistent with our results. In the studies included here, there was a significant improvement in depression severity (50% reduction); however, this occurred despite unchanged levels of TNFa and IL-6. This suggests that, even if elevated levels of TNFa and IL-6 contribute to some depressive symptoms (eg, fatigue), treatment with antidepressants may improve such symptoms (presumably through an effect on the brain) without lowering levels of circulating cytokine levels. This is consistent with a recent study in which we showed that pretreatment with an SSRI reduced endotoxin-induced depressive symptoms without an effect on levels of TNFa and IL-6 (Hannestad et al, 2011) . It is also possible that in depression certain symptoms do not improve completely because of continued elevations in these cytokines. For instance, IL-6 levels were associated with refractoriness to antidepressant treatment in one study (Yoshimura et al, 2009) .
The studies included here indicate that SSRI treatment specifically may decrease levels of IL-1b, IL-6, and possibly TNFa, although these results must be interpreted with caution because of the low number of studies that used SSRIs only. On the other hand, it appears that the SNRIs venlafaxine and duloxetine are associated with an increase in levels of, respectively, TNFa (Piletz et al, 2009 ) and IL-6 (Fornaro et al, 2011) . This difference between SSRIs and SNRIs is consistent with the known pro-inflammatory effects of norepinephrine on innate immune cells (Thayer and Sternberg, 2010) .
It is important to point out several limitations of this meta-analysis. There was large heterogeneity between studies that measured levels of TNFa and IL-6, and there was significant evidence for publication bias for TNFa studies. It is possible that different pharmacological treatments for depression affect cytokine levels differently as suggested by the stratified subgroup analysis; however, the large degree of heterogeneity remains and the sources of this heterogeneity are not clear. We do not believe assay differences were responsible for the heterogeneity because most studies used ELISA to measure cytokine levels. Similarly, the baseline depression severity of the subjects included in the studies was very similar and therefore an unlikely source of heterogeneity. This meta-analysis was performed with study-level data. Future meta-analyses of patient-level data may clarify some of these questions, which in turn can answer some critical questions about the association between MDD, antidepressant treatment, and cytokine levels.
In summary, this meta-analysis showed that, overall, there was no effect of pharmacological antidepressant treatment on serum levels of TNFa, while there was an effect on IL-1b levels and possibly on IL-6 levels. Stratified analysis suggests a possible effect of SSRIs on levels of IL-6 and TNFa. Finally, the data analyzed here are not consistent with the notion that the state of depression 'causes' elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines, because levels do not decrease even when patients show improvement in symptoms.
